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Uncoiler Roll Forming

Pentane metering machine PU Pouring

Pre Heating Potal & PU Foaming & Tank Station

Uncoiler for lower and upper facing. Uncoiler units including 
coil loader, pressing rollers,band edge control system, band 
delivery drivers, shearing, band connecting stations,looping 
station, delivery roller table.

Advantage: Time-saving(and therefore also cost-saving) 
continuous coil and band exchange standstill of the facility.

Roll Forming machines to shape surfaces and edges of the wall, roof and 
sectional door elements.

Advantage: Good accessibility and minimum profile exchange times by 
the serial installation of the profiling machines. Driving the profiling tool 
sets by means of DC motor including electronic control guarantees the 
synchronous inlet of the two metal widths into Double Conveyor facility 
without tension or thrust.

PU Foaming Machine Axial piston, series piston, single piston and diaphragm pumps 
to process the different components. Design of the entire "Wet part" complying with the 
environmental requirement.
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Double Slat Conveyor

Cross Cutter

Cooling Conveyor and Stacker Packing

Side Block

Heating System

Cross Cutter to cut the continuous element hank to preprogramed lengths. Belt saw 
for longitudinal saw and cut edge cleaning machine as well as sound insulation cabin, 
exhaustion device and filtering installation.

Crosshead design for separate stacking of1A and 2A rated products.

Разматыватель
Профилегибочное оборудование

Гусеничный пресс Боковые формы

Подогревание

Система нагревания

Охлаждение и штаблер

Заливание полиуретана

Циклопентановая система Заливание полиуретана

Ленточная резка

Упаковка
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Transport Conveyor

After Cutting

Cutting & Cutting Saw

Arrangement

Up Down Lift

90° Rotation

Arrangement Conveyor

Insert to Double Conveyor

Pu bonding(Glue)

Pad Cutting
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Consists of Transfer conveyor, Lift, Board Cutter and Turning Conveyor in accordance with the thickness of sandwich panel, and supplies it to the 
equipment continuously.

It is a device applying glue, having a couple of types such as Mixing type and Spray type. Mixing type is widely used throughout the world, as it is 
relatively inexpensive and durable. Spray type can save the discharge and application quantity of glue, while the price is somewhat higher.

It is a device that makes the shape of sandwich panel applying constant pressure and heat to the upper and lower steel plates where  glue is 
applied.Consists of Transfer conveyor, Lift, Board Cutter and Turning Conveyor in accordance with the thickness of sandwich panel, and supplies it to the 

equipment continuously.

Mineral wool Board Supply, Cutting & Turning System Glue applying system

Insert to Double conveyor
Board side trimming & supplying

Автоматическая система для минваты резка &переворачивание
Система клея

Заливание полиуретана
Подача нарезание переворачивание 

Панель из минваты  Панель из минваты с краем из полиуретна

Конвейер

После нарезания  Переворачивание Аранжировка Заливание полиуретана Резка панели

Подъёма Нарезание Конвейер аранжировки

Клеивать клем
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High Speed Slitting Line - Automatic Steel Sheet Slitting Machine

Cut to Length Line

Slitting Line, called slitting machine or longitudinal cutting line, is used to uncoiling, slitting, recoiling 
the steel rolls into demand width steels. It can be applied to process the cold or hot rolled steel coil, 
silicon steel coils, tinplate coils, stainless steel and color coated steels.
1.Function: it is used to the longitudinal cutting for the steel coils and rewinding the slit strips into 
coils.
2.Advantages: convenient to operate, high cutting precision and utilization factor of the material, 
adopts the infinitive speed.
3.Structure: compose of decoiler, feeding device, slitting machine, recoiler (Rewinding) machine.
4.Material can be processed: galvanized steel, stainless steel tinplate, silicon steel, copper and 
aluminum, etc.
5.Industries can be applied to: steel factory, transformer, electrical motor, electrical equipment, car, 
building materials, door, packaging industries.

This production line is to cut cold rolled steel coils, 
stainless steel coils, aluminum coils into different 
sizes of sheet materials.
Standard facilities are entry coil car, un-coiler 
machine, press and pinch device, straightening 
machine, transition bridge I and II, side guide 
device, servo straightening machine, cutter 
machine, transportation table and pneumatic 
stacker, X-shaped table, exit car, hydraulic system 
and electrical system.
This production line adopts the high precision 
hydraulic elements and the fix position serving 
system to gauge the length. The whole line is 
designed with high automation, high straightening 
quality and cutting precision, high production 
efficiency and stable performance so as to easy to 
maintain and operate. The ling speed reaches to 
0-80m/min.

Продольная резка с быстрой скорости

Поперечная резкаTechnical Data






